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Abstract— Filtered multitone modulation (FMT) repre-
sents a multicarrier transmission technique that shows sig-
nificantly higher spectral efficiency than orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM). However, its com-
plexity is higher. Among other things this results from the
need of subchannel equalizers, which are more complex
than the ones used in OFDM. Here, least square (LS) and
minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizers are con-
sidered. In a burst structured transmission scenario with
multiple receiving antennas two systems of equations whose
resolutions perform channel equalization of one subchannel
can be established. One is block-cyclic (CP) structured, the
other is block-Toeplitz (TP) structured. The system of equa-
tions are compared with each other in terms of their condi-
tion number, the bit error rate (BER), and the computa-
tional complexity. The solution of the block-cyclic system is
very efficient. However, the block-Toeplitz system is better
conditioned and results in a lower BER. The difference be-
tween the condition numbers of the systems decreases with
the number of receiving antennas. The systems of equations
resulting from the MMSE estimation are usually better con-
ditioned than the ones resulting from the LS estimation.

Index Terms—least square, minimum mean square error,
equalization, cyclic matrices, Toeplitz matrices, condition
number, multiple receiving antennas, filtered multitone.

I. INTRODUCTION

This article is concerned with the selection of a rea-
sonable system of equations whose resolution performs
channel equalization in broadband wireless communica-
tions. One system can be solved in a computational very
efficient manner, however, it is sometimes ill-conditioned.
The other is usually better conditioned but requires more
computations. The resulting equalizers can for example
be applied in single carrier transmission systems based on
data blocking or as a per-subchannel equalizer in filtered
multitone (FMT) systems.�

This work was funded by Siemens AG, ICM, Munich, Germany.

FMT is recently proposed for broadband transmissions
over wireless channels [1]. Its functionality and efficient
implementations are discussed in [3], [5], and [12]. FMT
represents a multi carrier transmission concept that is dif-
ferent from OFDM. The major advantage of FMT over
OFDM is significantly higher spectral efficiency. This re-
sults from the overhead produced by the cyclic prefix and
the virtual carriers in OFDM systems which decrease the
spectral efficiency in the wireless LAN standard Hiper-
lan/2 for example by ���	��
��� [3], [6]. However, FMT
systems are more complex to implement although efficient
implementations based on the FFT and polyphase filtering
are proposed [1], [3].

One main drawback that increases the complexity of
FMT is the need of comparatively complex subchannel
equalizers. In [1] and [5] decision feedback equalizers
are suggested for FMT systems. In this paper we con-
sider least square (LS) and minimum mean square error
(MMSE) equalizers instead. Here, a scenario with multi-
ple receiving antennas and a time dispersive nature of each
subchannel is adopted. Modeling the scenario leads to a
system of equations that can be either block-Toeplitz (TP)
or block-cyclic (CP) structured. If the burst to be trans-
mitted is structured into alternating sequences of training
data and information data both systems of equations can
be established. Then the systems are solved in the LS or
MMSE sense. To assess the quality of the solution the
condition number of the respective system matrix is se-
lected. By means of the condition number the quality of
the channel equalizers is assessed. The condition num-
ber changes with the selected system of equations and the
number of applied receiving antennas. In the least square,
one antenna case it turns out that the mean condition of
the Toeplitz system is significantly better than the one in
the cyclic system. By increasing the number of receiv-
ing antennas the condition of the two systems will con-
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Fig. 1. Burst structure of a block processing system using fixed se-
quences as guard periods.

verge against each other. Applying the MMSE criterion
improves the condition of both systems. However, an es-
timation of the noise power becomes necessary. Beside
the expected quality of the equalizer, that is described by
the condition number, its computational complexity is de-
termined by the selection of the respective system of equa-
tions. The cyclic system (CP) is solvable very efficiently.
However, there exist some efficient algorithms and rea-
sonable approximations to lower the complexity of solv-
ing the Toeplitz system (TP) considerably.

The article is organized as follows: First the data model
and the different systems of equations (CP and TP) are
introduced. Then the LS and MMSE equalization tech-
niques in the one and multi antenna case are reviewed.
In section 3 the ability to assess the different equalizers
by the condition number of the respective system matrix
is discussed. Histograms of the condition number for a
time dispersive random channel, for the different equal-
izers, and for a various number of receiving antennas are
computed in section 4. Implementation aspects of the re-
ceiver are considered in section 5. Finally, some conclu-
sions are drawn.

II. DATA MODEL

To enable efficient channel equalization in transmis-
sions over severe time dispersive channels a block wise
processing is often adopted [9], [10], [14]. To avoid in-
terference between blocks following each other a guard
period is usually inserted. It contains nulls, a cyclic prefix
or a fixed sequence [2], [14]. The burst structure in the
case of frequently inserting a fixed sequence as guard pe-
riod is depicted in figure 1. The sequence can be used for
channel estimation and synchronization. Furthermore it
enables the cyclic deconvolution for channel equalization.

In a time discrete, synchronous transmission model the
channel equalization problem can be denoted in a system
of equations. Solving the system of equations is equiv-
alent to performing channel equalization. Based on the
burst structure depicted in figure 1 two different systems
of equations can be established. If we exploit the fixed
sequence as cyclic prefix the system of equations is cycli-
cally structured: ���������� � ���"!$#%�&�('

Data Esti-
mated
datation of CP or TP system

Channel estimation

Estimation of noise power

LS or MMSE equalisa-Channel Interference
cancellation

Fig. 2. Equalization of one channel in FMT systems.

i.e., the matrix ��*),+.-0/&1324-0/�1 describes cyclic convolu-
tion of the data sequence

� �&� and the channel impulse re-
sponse (CIR) 5 )6+.7 . The received vector is denoted
by � ��� , the vector # ��� models noise. Since the fixed se-
quence is assumed to be known at the receiver and the
CIR is already estimated the interference caused by the
fixed sequence can be eliminated first. This leads to an-
other system of equations:�98:�;� � 8:� � 8:�<!$#%8:�4=
The channel convolution matrix

� 8:� ),+?> -0@A1�B 70C9DFE 24-G@A1
is Toeplitz structured. On contrast to the cyclic system the
Toeplitz system has in general full column rank indepen-
dently of the actual CIR (exception CIR �IH ).

Figure 2 shows the considered transmission scenario. It
can be one subchannel in FMT based transmissions or a
single carrier transmission system. The interference can-
cellation is only performed if the Toeplitz system is estab-
lished. The noise power is only estimated if the MMSE
criterion is selected. Subsequently a single input multiple
output channel is considered. Thereby the structure of the
considered systems of equations remain similar. The esti-
mated channel impulse response between the transmitter
and the J th receiving antenna is given by5�K �MLON K"P D N K"P Q =R=R=SN K<P 70T�U ),+ 7 ' VXW J WZY[=
The Y channel impulse responses can be merged in one
vector 5 � vec \ L 5 D 5]Q =R=R= 5_^ T` ),+ ^ 7 =
Thereby the vec operator is defined by

vec acbed DgfhD =R=R=
d Q f Q =R=R=ji_k � L d D f D d Q f Q =R=R= T U =

The usage of multiple receiving antennas can be incorpo-
rated in the cyclic model by using a block-cyclic system
matrix �� l � ),+ ^ -0/�1024-3/&1 :� l ��� � ��ml � � �&�n!o# l ��� = (1)

If the interference from training data is removed first
the resulting system matrix

�pl 8 )q+ ^ > - @A1 B 70C9DFE 24- @A1 is
block-Toeplitz structured:� l 8:� � �ml 8 � 8:�<!o# l 8:� = (2)



From equations 1 and 2 the receiver knows the channel
and the received data, it does not know the transmitted
data and the noise. Usually these systems of equations are
not solvable, so that methods need to be identified that
render an estimate of the data. This can be the LS or
MMSE method. If the later is applied to the block sys-
tems the following equations are obtained:r0stvuwyx st wyx%z6{|9}h~ {� x���� ���?�F��� stmuwyx�� wyx&�4� (3)r t uwe� t we�Gz6{|9}h~ {� �:�� ���?�F��� t uwe� � we�:�3� (4)

If the estimation of the noise power {|]� is set to zero the
MMSE solution is equivalent to the least square solution.
Then the existence of

r st u st ~��9� is not guaranteed. This
is a major advantage of the MMSE over the LS method.
Since {| is not zero in practical systems

r st u st z�{|9}h~ is
always invertible. However, the noise power need to be
estimated, which increases the complexity of the receiver.
There are two possibilities to assure the invertibility. Ei-
ther MMSE is selected instead of LS or the Toeplitz sys-
tem is selected, whose system matrix is invertible in both
the LS and MMSE estimation. Next the reasonable selec-
tion of the system is discussed. Criterions are the quality
of the estimates and the complexity of computing the es-
timates. The quality can be measured with the condition
number of the respective system matrix [7], [11]. In the
following the connection between the condition number
and the noise enhancement is discussed.

III. CONDITION NUMBER AND NOISE

ENHANCEMENT

The sensitivity of both the block-cyclic and the block-
Toeplitz system to perturbations in the data is analyzed. It
is assumed that the CIR is estimated exactly, which im-
plies that the true channel convolution matrix is known.
The received vector � , which denotes either � we�:� or � wyx�� ,
is obtained by multiplying the channel matrix � , which
denotes either

t we� or
st wyx , by the data

�
, which denotes

either
� �:� or

� x&� , and by adding the noise � , which de-
notes either � we�:� or � wyx�� . Then we can express both equa-
tion 3 and 4 in the case of LS or MMSE estimation by�;� ��� ������� {�]� ��� ���?�F� � � u � � where (5)�;� � � � u � and

� ���?�F�?� � u � z�{|9} �
To assess the accuracy of the solution of the system a
small perturbation of the right hand side � r � u � ~ is as-
sumed. The perturbed system is then given by:�;� ��� ������� r {�_� ��� ��������z � r {�_� ��� ������� ~�~ � � u � z � r � u � ~

The error of the solution � r {�_� ��� ���?�F� ~ is then determined
by (if

� �9�� � exists):

� r {�]� ��� ���?�F� ~ � � �9�� ��� ������� � r � u � ~ � (6)

By applying a law of matrix norms ( �� ¢¡n�¤£¥�� m����¡n� ) to
equations 5 and 6 we can verify that

��� u �0�¦£ � �;� ��� ���?�F� ��� {�_� ��� ���?�F� � and��� r {�_� ��� ���?�F� ~ �§£ � � �9�� ��� ���?�F� ����� r � u � ~ � �
After multiplying the two inequations we receive

��� r {�_� ��� ���?�F� ~ �� {�_� ��� ���?�F� � £¥� � �9�� ��� ���?�F� ��� �;� ��� ���?�F� � ��� r � u � ~ ���� u �3� �
The ratio of the solution error norm to the true solution
norm is bounded by the ratio of the norm of the right hand
side perturbation to the norm of the true right hand side
multiplied by the factor � � �9�� ��� ���?�F� ��� �;� ��� ������� � . This is
the condition number of

�¨� ��� ���?�F� . The condition num-
ber measures the sensitivity of the solution of equation 5
to perturbations in the data on the right hand side. The
perturbation results from a limited accuracy in a digital
processing unit and from deviations of the channel esti-
mates from the true values. A large condition indicates a
large sensitivity of the solution to perturbations whereas
a low condition number indicates a low sensitivity. The
condition number depends on the matrix norm that is se-
lected. Here the two norm is selected. That is the ratio of
the largest to the smallest singular value of the considered
matrix.

However, the question how the condition number� � �9�� ��� ������� ��� �¢� ��� ���?�F� � of the system matrix can describe

the deviation between the estimated data
{�_� ��� ���?�F� and the

true data
�

is not answered yet. If the least square case of
equation 5 is multiplied by

� �9�� � (existence of this inverse
is not guaranteed) an equation that contains a connection
between the LS estimated data and the true data is ob-
tained: {�_� � � � �9�� � � u � � � z � �9�� � � u � �
The LS estimates {�]� � are composed of the true data

�
and

the noise � u � that is enhanced by
� �9�� � . The enhanced

noise is the solution of the system
�©� � ¡ �Iª z � u � . The

noise � u � can be considered as the perturbation of the
right hand side. Then the condition number � � �9�� � ��� �;� � �
measures the enhancement of noise and thus gives an in-
dication of the deviation between the estimated data

{�]� �
and the true data

�
. Therefore we expect a strong devia-

tion between the estimates
{�]� � and the true data

�
if the



condition number of the matrix «©¬O is large. If the MMSE
case of equation 5 is multiplied by «¯®9°±�± �² (existence is
guaranteed if ³´$µ¶¸· ) the following equation is obtained:³¹ ±�± �² ¶ « ®9°±�± F²�º¼»<½ ¶ « ®9°±�± F²�º¼»<º ¹<¾ « ®9°±�± �²¿º¯»ÁÀ�Â
The MMSE estimates ³¹ ±�± F² are equivalent to the true
data

¹
only if ³´ ¶Ã· and À ¶�Ä (and «Å®9°±�± �² exists). If³´ is small ( « ®9°±�± �² º » º�Æ*Ç ), then the deviation from

the true data is mainly determined by «¯®9°±�± F² º » À . Then
the noise º » À is strongly enhanced if the condition num-
ber ÈR«É®9°±�± F² È�ÈR« ±�± F² È is large. For larger values of ³´
the condition number will decrease (lower noise enhance-
ment). However, the deviation between « ®9°±�± �² º » º
and the identity matrix Ç becomes larger, which increases
the deviation of the estimated data ³¹ ±�± F² from the true
data

¹
. In the next section histograms of the condition

numbers are presented for different parameter sets.

IV. SIMULATIONS

The condition of the systems is measured for an Ê -tap
channel ËeÊ ¶SÌ�Í in dependence of the selected equation
system (CP or TP), the number of receiving antennas (1, 2
or 4) and the estimation technique (LS or MMSE). The
block size of the cyclic system is set to Î�ÏÑÐ ¶ÓÒ�Ô and of
the Toeplitz system to Î¤Õ:Ö ¶Ø×�Ù , respectively. The taps
of the CIR are complex random numbers. The real and
imaginary part are normally distributed with zero mean
and unit variance. In figure 3 the histogram of the con-
dition numbers of the CP and TP systems by using least
square equalization are displayed for one, two and four re-
ceiving antennas. In the one antenna case the condition of
the LS Toeplitz system is significantly better than the one
in the LS cyclic system. By increasing the number of re-
ceiving antennas the difference of the histograms becomes
smaller. Furthermore the usage of multiple receiving an-
tennas decreases the condition numbers of both systems.
Applying the MMSE criterion improves the condition of
all systems. In figure 4 the mean condition of the CP and
TP systems as a function of the square root of the noise
power ³´ is illustrated. A large ³´ results in a small condi-
tion and in almost no difference of the condition of the CP
and TP systems whereas for a small ³´ the mean condition
of the TP system is smaller than for the CP system.

In [9] the better conditioned system shows a signifi-
cantly better BER. Since an ill-conditioned system can
result in severe noise enhancement it is expected that it ef-
fects the BER of the transmission system applying the de-
scribed equalizers. In figure 5 the BER as function of the
SNR in the one antenna case for the CP and TP systems
are shown (BPSK modulation). Here the LS and MMSE
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Fig. 3. Histogram of condition numbers of the CP and TP system
matrices for a varying number of receiving antennas by applying least
square estimation.

equalization is applied. The TP method renders lower bit
error rates than the CP method for both the LS and MMSE
equalization. For a low noise level MMSE and LS should
render similar bit error rates. However, the system matrix
is sometimes ill-conditioned, so that the noise level in the
case of Ú4Û dB is still too large for the techniques to con-
verge against each other. Next it is focused on the efficient
implementation for solving the systems of equations.

V. EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION

The reason why block-cyclic systems are often pre-
ferred is the existence of efficient methods of resolution.
Thereby the eigenvalue decomposition of cyclic matrices
is exploited. The matrix « ¶ÝÜÞ »ß Ï ÜÞ ß Ï ¾ ³´ Ç¢àpá.â3ãeä4å4â0ãeä
is cyclic and æ -fold smaller than ÜÞ ß Ï . The eigenvalue de-
composition is given by « ¶Iç ®9°�è ç . The DFT matrix ç
can be implemented by using the FFT. The diagonal ma-
trix è can be computed by the FFT from the first column
of « : è ¶¥éëê�ì�í Ë ç ËF«¯ËïîñðòÛ Í�Í�Í . The solution of the block-
cyclic system requires the computation of « , three FFTs
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of size ó¤ô�õ , and one division per estimated data symbol.
However, there are also efficient techniques to solve the
block-Toeplitz system, e.g., the approximated Cholesky
factorization [13], the method of cyclic reduction [4], and
the Schur algorithm [8].

VI. CONCLUSION

Least square and minimum mean square error equal-
izers for time dispersive random channels were consid-
ered. If the transmitted burst is structured into alternating
sequences of data and training two systems of equations
that describe the transmission can be established. One is
block-cyclic, one is block-Toeplitz structured. This holds
for one and multiple receiving antennas. Solving the sys-
tems in the LS or MMSE sense performs channel equal-
ization. The solution of the block-cyclic one is compu-
tational very efficient if FFT computations are applied.
However, the condition number of the cyclic system is
often larger than the one of the Toeplitz systems. This
results in larger noise enhancement and thus in a higher
bit error rate of the corresponding transmission system.
The condition number of the correlation matrix of the re-
spective system can give an indication of the quality of the
estimated data. Therefore comparing the condition num-

ber of the respective correlation matrix is a coarse method
that gives information about the BER to be expected. The
use of multiple receiving antennas will lower the condi-
tion number in both systems. The larger the number of
receiving antennas the smaller is the difference of the his-
togram of the condition number of the CP and TP system.
The MMSE equation is usually better conditioned than
the LS equation. If many receiving antennas are applied
the CP system has lower complexity and similar quality
as the TP system. If only a few antennas are applied, the
TP system is significantly better conditioned, however, its
solution requires more computations.
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